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BACKGROUND
In pharmaceuticals, product differentiation and price discrimination are sometimes
achieved by introducing new varieties of existing products. A new variety may introduce
a different molecule or a new delivery mechanism for an existing drug that allows a firm
to differentiate their drug from that of a competitor, such as an extended release drug,
or it may be a variation in pack size or strength that allows the firm to price discriminate
by charging different price per unit of quantity. The use of these two different
approaches is not peculiar to modern pharmaceutical companies, as both strategies have
been widely recognized in the industry in the past.



Thus, building on the insights gained from the literature on innovation, growth and firm
size (inter alia Hall, 1987; Geroski and Machin, 1992, Freel, 2000), we quantify the
returns from introducing additional drugs or products within the same therapeutic class,
and from introducing additional packs for a given drug on a business unit's growth. We
think of the introduction of new products within the same therapeutic class as a product
differentiation strategy that requires innovation and R&D by the firm, and that of
introducing additional packs that vary by strength or size as a non-linear pricing strategy
by the firm

METHODOLOGY
We use quarterly sales data from the UK pharmaceutical prescription market during the
2003-2014 period in a dynamic lag adjustment growth model to measure firms' growth by
therapeutic class, i.e., by the business unit, and identify the impact of additional
product forms and of new pack varieties on growth. We treat the introduction of new
products and packs as potentially endogenous and instrument for these variables in a
dynamic growth model.



The primary difficulty regarding identification is that previous growth in previous periods
may have an impact on both the current growth, and any change in the number of
products and packs by the business unit. Moreover, other unobserved factors may explain
changes in both of the variables. To overcome this problem, we use the lagged values of
growth in the specification but also use a firm's propensity to introduce products and
packs − as measured by the average values of these same variables in other periods and
related anatomical classes − as instruments for the endogenous variables.

KEY FINDINGS


We find that smaller firms grow faster than larger ones. Our main result is that the
introduction of new formulations, as well as of new packs, has a significant impact on
growth in the short run, but only new forms have a long term effect on growth. A new
product contributes to 18 per cent growth of the business unit while a new pack variety
leads to 7 per cent growth for the business unit in the long run.



Further, we find that new product introductions and new pack varieties have a stronger
effect on growth for smaller business units than larger ones. For instance, the long run
marginal effect of new products on growth is positive and much greater for small
business units than for large business units. However, the difference in marginal effect
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with respect to pack variety by size of business unit is smaller and not statistically
different by size of the unit.
POLICY ISSUES


Small variations of existing products by molecule or form within a therapeutic class are
called follow-on or me-too drugs. The introduction of such drugs has been criticized as a
work around to intellectual property rights and its limits and some have even called for a
ban on authorizing me-too drugs unless they demonstrate clinical superiority over the
existing original drugs arguing that they do not increase any consumer welfare.
However, to the extent that additional products in an anatomical class can be thought of
as me-too drugs, we interpret the first result on new products as empirical evidence that
innovation is an important driver of a firm’s growth. We also find that strategies of
second degree price discrimination, such as increasing pack variety, can contribute to
triggering short term growth for the firm.
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